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A. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.23

We wish to eliminate delayed inferences from SCL proofs. This transformation depends
on a generalization of delayed inferences, which we can termmisplaced inferences since
we intend to eliminate them. We assume an overall derivationD, and consider a right
inferenceR that applies to principalE within some subderivationD ′ of D.

Definition A.1. We say a rightinferenceR is right-based on an inferenceR′ in D if
R = R′ or R is based onR′ and every inference on whichR is based above and including
R′ is a right inference. ThenR is misplaced in D ′ exactly when there are inferencesM and
R′ in D ′ such that, inD, M is based on an inferenceL, R is right-based onR′, andR′ is
delayed with respect toL.

In this case we will also sayR is misplacedwith respect to M. We can abstract a key case
of misplaced inferences by the following schematic derivation:

R

Right inferences and inferencesR
not based in

{
...

M

R′ delayed wrtL
(M based inL)

{
. . .E . . .

↓
R′

. . .E . . .
L

This schematic derivation shows informally howmisplaced inferences help provide an
inductive characterization of the inferences that stand in the way of obtaining an eager
derivation. In an eager derivation, it will be impossible forR to appear aboveL. For R′
cannot be delayed with respect toL, but onceR′ andL are interchanged, we will obtain a
new delayed inference thatR is based in, until finally we must interchangeL andR. Of
course, to do this, we must first interchangeR with themisplaced inferences, such asM,
which stand betweenR andL and cannot themselves be interchanged withL because they
are based inL.

Observe that the relationR is misplaced with respect toM is asymmetrical. To see this,
supposeR is misplaced with respect toM. By definition,R is right-based onR′ which is
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delayed with respect to a left inferenceL on whichM is based. Meanwhile, forM to be
misplaced with respect toR, by definition, we must haveM right-based onM′ andR based
in some left ruleLR. Any suchM′ would have to be based inL since no left inferences
intervene betweenM andM′; M′ must thus appearinside a schematic like that above. At
the same time, since no left inferences intervene betweenR andR′, R′ would have to be
based in any suchLR, which must thus appearoutside such a schematic, closer to the root
of the overall derivation. Accordingly, any suchLR must occur closer to the root ofD than
L; meanwhile the principal ofM′ is introduced further from the root thanL. So we will not
haveM′ delayed with respect toLR.

Call R badly misplaced in D ′ if R is misplaced with respect toM andM occurs closer to
the root thanR. A subderivationD ′ with no badly misplaced inferences will be calledgood.
An overall good derivation is also eager, since any delayed inference is badly misplaced.

LEMMA A.2. Consider a subderivation D ′ of an overall derivation D , with the prop-
erty that D ′ has good immediate subderivations and that D ′ ends in inference M. From D ′
we can construct a derivation with the same end-sequent that is good.

PROOF. The assumption that the immediate subderivations ofD ′ are good is a very
powerful one. For suppose that some inference is badly misplaced with respect to some
other inD ′. Then we can only have some ruleR badly misplaced with respect toM—
anything else would contradict that assumption.

In fact, we can show that some suchR must be adjacent toM. Consider an inference
S that intervenes betweenR andM: we will show thatS must be badly misplaced with
respect toM too. By the definition of misplaced,M is based on some left ruleL in D, R
is right-based onR′, andR′ is delayed with respect toL. Now consider the inferences that
S is based on aboveL. If any of these is a left inferenceL′, or S is itself a left inference,
thenR is also misplaced with respect toS—indeed, badly misplaced. This contradicts the
assumption that the subderivations ofD ′ are good. So none of these inferences can be a
left inference, which meansS is a right inference that is right-based on some inferenceS′
aboveL. S′ must be delayed with respect toL. HenceS is badly misplaced with respect to
M.

Now we can proceed after [Kleene 1951, Lemma 10]. Define thegrade of D ′ as the
number of badly misplaced inferences inD ′. We show by induction on the grade thatD ′
can be transformed to a good one.

The base case is a derivation of grade 0. This case hasD ′ itself good. Thus, suppose the
lemma holds for derivations of gradeg, and considerD ′ of gradeg +1. By the argument
just given, one immediate subderivation—call itD ′′—must end with an inferenceR which
is badly misplaced with respect toM. Such anR of course cannot be based inM, so we
interchange inferencesR andM. In the result, the subderivation(s) ending inM satisfy
the condition of the lemma with gradeg or less. By applying the induction hypothesis,
we can replace these subderivations with good ones. By asymmetry,M is not now badly
misplaced with respect toR, nor can any of the other inferences be badly misplaced with
respect toR, since they were not so in the original derivation. It follows that the result is a
good derivation.

Using this lemma, we can now present the proof of Theorem 2.23 in full.

THEOREM A.3 (THEOREM 2.23). Any SCL(I) derivationD is equal to an eager
derivationD ′ up to permutations of inferences.
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PROOF. Define thereluctance of D to be the number of rule applicationsR such that
the subderivationDR of D rooted inR is not good. We proceed by induction on reluctance.
If reluctance is zero,D is itself good.

Now suppose the theorem holds for derivations of reluctanced, and considerD of reluc-
tanced+1. SinceD is finite, there must be a highest inferenceR such that some inference
is badly misplaced with respect toR in the subderivationDR rooted atR. This DR satis-
fies the condition of Lemma A.2. Therefore thisDR can be replaced with a corresponding
eager derivation, giving a new derivation of smaller reluctance. The induction hypothesis
then shows that the resulting derivation can be made eager.

B. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.5

THEOREM B.1 (THEOREM 3.5). Let Γ and ∆ be multisets of tracked prefixed expres-
sions in which each formula is tracked by the empty set and prefixed by the empty prefix.
There is a proof of Γ � ∆ in SCL exactly when there is a proof of Γ; � ;∆ in SCLP in
which every block is canceled.

PROOF. The argument for Theorem 3.5 depends on three lemmas: Lemma 3.8, proved
in Section B.1; Lemma 3.16, proved in Section B.2; and Lemma 3.17, proved in Sec-
tion B.3.

As observed already in Section 2.4, there is an SCL proof ofΓ � ∆ exactly when there
is an SCLI proof ofΓ � ∆. By Theorem 2.23 of Section 2.4, there is an SCLI proof of
Γ � ∆ exactly when there is aneager SCLI proof of Γ � ∆. By Lemma 3.6, there
is an eager SCLI proof ofΓ � ∆ exactly when there is an eager articulated SCLI proof
of Γ; � ;∆. And by Lemma 3.8, there is an eager articulated SCLI proof ofΓ; � ;∆
exactly when there is an eager SCLS proof ofΓ; � ;∆.

Continuing through the argument, by the Contraction Lemma, we may assume without
loss of generality thatΓ; � ;∆ is a simple sequent. We know from its lack of prefixes
that the sequentΓ; � ;∆ is also spanned and balanced. By Lemma 3.16 of Section B.2.3,
then, there is an eager SCLS proof ofΓ; � ;∆ exactly when there is a blockwise eager
SCLB derivation ofΓ; � ;∆ in which every block is canceled, linked, isolated, simple,
balanced and spanned. And by Lemma 3.17, there is a blockwise eager SCLB derivation of
Γ; � ;∆ in which every block is canceled, linked, isolated, simple, balanced and spanned
exactly when there is an SCLP derivation ofΓ; � ;∆ in which every inference is linked.
And if every inference is linked, every block is canceled.

B.1 Proof of Lemma 3.8

We show in this section that an articulated SCLI proof with end-sequentΠ; � ;Θ corre-
sponds to an SCLS proof with end-sequentΠ; � ;Θ, and vice versa. In fact, to transform
SCLS to articulated SCLI we have a simple structural induction which replaces(⊃→S)
with (⊃→) using the weakening lemma; the soundness of SCLS over SCLI then follows
by Lemma 3.6. Thus, here we are primarily concerned with completeness of a new sequent
inference figure.

The use of(⊃→S) in eager derivations ensures that the processing of each new goal
refers directly to global program statements. To formalize this idea, we introduce the
notion of afresh inference.

Definition B.2 Fresh. Let D be an SCLV derivation. An inferenceR in D is fresh
exactly whenR is a right inference and the path fromR to the root never follows the left
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spur of any(⊃→) inference.

LEMMA B.3. Let D be an eager SCLV derivation with an end-sequent of the form

Π;→ ∆;Θ

and consider a subderivation D ′ of D rooted in a fresh inference R. Then the end-sequent
of D ′ also has the form

Π′;→ ∆′;Θ′

for some Π′, ∆′ and Θ′.

PROOF. Suppose otherwise, and consider a maximalD ′ whose end-sequent contains a
non-empty multiset of local statementsΓ. We can describeD ′ equivalently as the sub-
derivation ofD that is rooted in a lowest fresh inferenceR when the end-sequent ofD
contains some local statements.R cannot be the first inference ofD, so there must be an
inferenceS in D immediately belowR. If S is a left rule, then the fact thatD is eager leads
to a contradiction.R must be based inS, or elseR will be delayed. This meansS is an
implication inference; but given thatR is fresh,R must appear along the branch of(⊃→S)
without local statements. Meanwhile, ifS is a right rule, it follows from the formulation of
the rules that if the end-sequent ofDR has non-empty local statements then the end-sequent
of DL must also. This contradicts the assumption thatR is first.

Now we proceed with the proof of Lemma 3.8.

LEMMA B.4 (LEMMA 3.8). An eager articulated SCLI derivation whose end-sequent
is of the form

Π;→ ∆;Θ

can be transformed to an eager SCLS derivation of the same end-sequent.

PROOF. We assume an eager SCLV derivationD with such an end-sequent; we show
that we can transform it into an eager SCLS derivationD ′ with the same end-sequent. The
proof is by induction on the number of occurrences of(⊃→) inferences inD.

In the base case, there are no(⊃→) inferences andD ′ is justD.
Suppose the claim holds for derivations where(⊃→) is used fewer thann times, and

supposeD is a derivation in which(⊃→) is usedn times. Choose an inferenceL of (⊃→)
with no other(⊃→) inference closer to the root ofD; we must rewrite the left subderiva-
tion at L to match the(⊃→S) inference figure. To do this we will draw on additional
inferences fromD. We find these inferences in a subderivationD ′ of D distinguished as a
function ofL—in particular, we identifyD ′ as the largest subderivation ofD containingL
but no right inferences or segment boundaries belowL.

Using Lemma B.3, we develop a schema ofD ′ thus:

DA

Π;Γ,A ⊃ Bµ
X → Aµ

X ,∆;Θ
DB

Π;Γ,A ⊃ Bµ
X ,Bµ

X → ∆;Θ

DL




Π;Γ,A ⊃ Bµ
X

� ∆;Θ
...

Π; � ∆;Θ

L

(Segment boundary or right rule)
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We supposeL applies to an expressionA ⊃ Bµ
X ; the left subderivation ofL, DA adds the

goalA; the right,DB, uses the assumptionB. The subderivation ofD ′ from the end-sequent
of L abstracts the left inferences performed elsewhere in this segment (and any subgoals
that these inferences trigger). We notate this tree of inferencesDL. By Lemma B.3,D ′
ends with a sequent of the formΠ; � ∆;Θ. Because of the form of the intervening rules,
we have the same succedent∆;Θ at L, as well as the same global statementsΠ.

We useDL to construct an eager SCLS derivationA corresponding toDA; we will
substitute the result for the left subtree atL to reviseL to fit the(⊃→S) figure. In outline,
the derivation we aim for is an eager SCLS version of:

DA

DL +Aµ
X

The problem is that ifDA is rooted in a right inference toA, we will not obtain an eager
derivation when we reassembleL. The SCLS derivationA we use is actually constructed
by recursion on the structure ofDA, applying this kind of transformation at appropriate
junctures. At each stage, we call the subderivation ofDA we are consideringD ′A.

For the base case, this subderivation is an axiom, and we construct this subderivation as
a result. IfD ′A ends in a right rule, the construction proceeds inductively by constructing
corresponding subderivations and recombining them by the same right rule. With a right
inference here, the resulting derivation must be eager since the subderivations are eager.

If D ′A ends in a left inference, the construction is immediate. We observe thatD ′A has
an end-sequent of the form

Π,Π′; � ∆,∆′;Θ,Θ′

(The inventory of expressions can only be expanded, and that only in certain places, as
we follow right inferences to reachD ′A.) So we first weakenDL by the needed additional
expressions—Π′ on the left and∆′ (locally) andΘ′ (globally) on the right; then we identify
the open leaf inDL with D ′A, obtaining a larger derivationDI defined as:

D ′A
Π′ +D ′L +Aµ

X +∆′;Θ′

Any delayed inference inDI would in fact be delayed inD ′A, so this is an eager derivation.
The result has, moreover, fewer thann (⊃→) inferences, since it omits at leastL from D ′.
Then the induction hypothesis applies to give the needed SCLS derivationA .

Given the derivationA so constructed, we substituteA for DA in D. The resultD∗ is
an eager derivation;D∗ contains an(⊃→S) inference corresponding toL and therefore
contains fewer thann uses of(⊃→). The induction hypothesis applies to transformD∗ to
the needed overall derivation.

B.2 Proof of Lemma 3.16

B.2.1 Replacing Herbrand terms. To begin, it is convenient to observe that the use
of indexed Herbrand terms allows us to rename Herbrand terms in a proof under certain
conditions.

LEMMA B.5 SUBSTITUTION. Let D be an SCLU derivation with end-sequent

Π; � ;Θ
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in which no Herbrand terms or Herbrand prefixes appear; consider a spanned simple
subderivation D ′ in which a modal Herbrand function ηu

A occurs in some sequent, but
does not occur in the end-sequent. Let ηv

A be a Herbrand function that does not occur in D .
Then we can construct a proof D∗ containing corresponding inferences in a corresponding
order to D but in which Herbrand terms and Herbrand prefixes are adjusted so that ηv

A is
used in place of ηu

A precisely in the subderivation corresponding to D ′.

PROOF. The argument proceeds by induction on the structure of derivations. A complex
substitution may be required, because the Herbrand calculus may require not only the
replacement ofηu

A itself but also the replacement of Herbrand terms that depend indirectly
on ηu

A. It is convenient to begin by replacing any first-order Herbrand term not introduced
by a (∃ →) or (→ ∀) inference by a distinguished constantc0—starting with leaves of
the derivation and working downward. This replacement is to ensure that each first-order
and modal Herbrand term inD is determined from an expression in the end-sequent of
D by a finite number of steps of inference. We continue with the systematic replacement
of ηu

A and its dependents. In both cases, the form ofD ensures that a finite substitution
can systematically rename all these Herbrand terms as required. We use the fact that each
sequent is simple and spanned to extend this substitution inductively upward. Because
each sequent is spanned the substitution does not need to be extended at(�→) inferences;
because each sequent is simple the substitution can be extended freshly at(→ �) and
(→>) inferences. Finally, the form of first-order Herbrand terms ensures that a finite
extension of the substitution suffices for(→∃) and(∀→) inferences.

B.2.2 Rectifying blocks. The transformation of individual blocks appeals to the fol-
lowing definition ofrequired elements of proofs.

Definition B.6 Required. Given a derivationD with end-sequent

Π;Γ � ∆;Θ

we say that an expression occurrenceE in Θ or Π is required iff either it is linked or some
block in D is adjacent to the root block and has an end-sequent

Π′; � ;Θ′

in which Π′ or Θ′ contains an expression occurrence based inE.

LEMMA B.7 RECTIFICATION. We are given a blockwise eager SCLU derivation D
such that: every block in D is canceled and isolated; every block in D other than the
root is spanned, linked, balanced and simple; and the end-sequent of D is balanced. We
transform D to an SCLU derivation D ′ in which every block is canceled, linked, isolated,
balanced and simple and every block other than the root is spanned. Every block in D ′
other than the root block is identical to a block of D; and the inferences in the root block
of D correspond to inferences in the same order in D (and so D ′ is blockwise eager). If
the end-sequent of D is spanned then D ′ is spanned and isolated.

PROOF. We describe a transformation that establishes the following inductive property
givenD. There are simple multisetsΠM ⊆ Π andΘM ⊆ Θ, together with multisetsΓ′ ⊆ Γ
and ∆′ ⊆ ∆ such that: anyΘ′ that spansΠM includesΘM; and for any simpleΠ′ with
ΠM ⊆ Π′ ⊆ Π and any simpleΘ′ with Θ′ ⊆ Θ such thatΠ′ andΘ′ are spanned byΘ′ and
the pairΠ′,Θ′ is balanced, there is aD ′ in which every block is canceled, linked, balanced,
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balanced and simple, with end-sequent:

Π′;Γ′ � ∆′;Θ′

In this D ′, each expression inΓ′ is linked; each expression in∆′ is linked; eachΠM ex-
pression that occurs inΠ′ is required and eachΘM expression that occurs inΘ′ is linked.
Every block inD ′ other than the root block is identical to a block ofD; and the inferences
in the root block ofD correspond to inferences in the same order inD. Finally, if Γ′ and
∆′ are spanned byΘ′ thenD ′ is spanned; ifD is linked thenD ′ contains all the axioms of
D.

At axioms, forD of

Π;Γ,Aµ
X

� Aµ
Y ,∆;Θ

ΠM andΘM are empty, whileΓ′ = Aµ
X and∆′ = Aµ

X . Assume we are given simpleΠ′ from
Π and simpleΘ′ from Θ with Π′ andΘ′ spanned byΘ′. We constructD ′ of

Π′;Aµ
X

� Aµ
Y ;Θ′

If Aµ
X is spanned byΘ′, this axiom is spanned too; the remaining conditions are immediate.

At inferences, consider as a representative case(∨→). D ends:

D1

Π;Γ,A∨Bµ
X ,Aµ

X
� ∆;Θ

D2

Π;Γ,A∨Bµ
X ,Bµ

X
� ∆;Θ

Π;Γ,A∨Bµ
X

� ∆;Θ

The blocks ofD1 andD2 either contain the root or are blocks fromD; the Herbrand pre-
fixes in the end-sequents ofD1 andD2 occur with the same distribution as inD. Therefore
we can apply the induction hypothesis to getΠM1, ΘM1, Γ′

1 and∆′
1 for D1; we can apply it

to getΠM2, ΘM2, Γ′
2 and∆′

2 for D2. To transformD itself, we perform case analysis onΓ′
1

andΓ′
2.

If Γ′
1 does not contain an occurrence ofAµ

X , thenΠM = ΠM1, ΘM = ΘM1, Γ′ = Γ′
1 and

∆′ = ∆′
1; D ′

1 suffices to carry through the induction hypothesis.
Similarly, if Γ′

2 does not contain an occurrence ofBµ
X , thenΠM = ΠM2, ΘM = ΘM2,

Γ′ = Γ′
2 and∆′ = ∆′

2; D ′
2 suffices to carry through the induction hypothesis.

Otherwise, we will set upΠM = ΠM1 ∪ΠM2 andΘM = ΘM1 ∪ΘM2 (as sets); by the
inductive characterization ofΠM1, ΠM2, ΘM1 andΘM2, anyΘ′ that spans bothΠM2 and
ΠM2 includes bothΘM1 andΘM2. We also set upΓ′ as the multiset containing at least one
occurrence ofA∨Bµ

X and as many expression occurrences of any expression as either are
found in Γ′

1\Aµ
X or are found inΓ′

2\Bµ
X ; we set up∆′ as the multiset containing as many

expression occurrences of any expression as are found in either∆′
1 or ∆′

2.
To continue, we now consider simpleΠ′ from Π and simpleΘ′ from Θ such thatΠM1 ⊆

Π′, ΠM2 ⊆ Π′, Π′ andΘ′ are spanned byΘ′, and the pairΠ′,Θ′ is balanced. We know
that Θ′ includesΘM. We can apply the inductive property to transformD1 andD2 into
derivations with the inductive property:

D ′
1

Π′;Γ′
1

� ∆′
1;Θ′

D ′
2

Π′;Γ′
2

� ∆′
2;Θ′

We weakenthe lowest block of D ′
1 on the left by the expressions inΓ+ and not already in

Γ′ and on the right by the expressions in∆+ and not already in∆′, giving D+
1 . We similarly

weaken the lowest block ofD ′
2 on the left by the expressions inΓ+ and not already inΓ′

2
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and on the right by the expressions in∆+ and not already in∆′
2, givingD+

2 . Only the lowest
blocks are affected by the weakening transformations, so other blocks remain canceled,
linked, spanned, isolated and simple; the lowest block in each case remains canceled. The
lowest blocks also remain linked since no inferences are added; and they remain simple
(and balanced) because no weakening occurs in the global areas. ConstructD ′ as

D+
1

Π′;Γ+,Aµ
X

� ∆+;Θ′
D+

2
Π′;Γ+,Bµ

X
� ∆+;Θ′

Π′;Γ+ � ∆+;Θ′

The end-sequent is simple and balanced so the root block is simple and balanced; the
inference is linked sinceAµ

X andBµ
X are linked in the subderivations, so the root block is

linked. The root block remains canceled as always.
Any ΠM expression is required here because it is required either inD+

1 in virtue of
its membership inΠM1 or in D+

2 in virtue of its membership inΠM2; likewise anyΘM

expression is linked here because it is linked either inD+
1 in virtue of its membership

in ΘM1 or in D+
2 in virtue of its membership inΘM2. Thus, except for the spanning

conditional, we have shown everything we need of thisD ′.
Finally, then, ifΓ′ and∆′ is spanned byΘ′, ∆′

1 and∆′
2 are spanned byΘ′ andΓ′

1 andΓ′
2

are spanned byΘ′ in the resulting (spanned) subderivationsD ′
1 andD ′

2. This shows that
the end-sequent ofD ′ is also spanned, soD ′ itself is spanned.

This reasoning is representative of the construction required also for(∧ →), (∃ →),
(∀ →), (→ ∧), (→ ∨), (→ ∃), (→ ∀), (decide) and (restart). It applies also for(⊃→S),
with the obvious caveat that we do not weaken the left subderivation to match local left
expressions, since the form of the(⊃→S) inference requires there to be none.

Next we have(∨→B); we consider the representative case of(∨→B
L). D ends:

D1

Π0,Π;Γ,A∨Bµ
X ,Aµ

X
� ∆;Θ0,Θ

D2

Π0,B
µ
X ; � Θ0

Π0,Π;Γ,A∨Bµ
X

� ∆;Θ0,Θ

We treat this specially to respect the block boundary beforeD2. In particular, we apply the
induction hypothesis toD1 (as we may since its end-sequent has the same distribution of
Herbrand prefixes as does that ofD), to getΠM1, ΘM1, Γ′

1 and∆′
1. If Aµ

X does not occur
in Γ′

1, we letΠM = ΠM1, ΘM = ΘM1, Γ′ = Γ′
1 and∆′ = ∆′

1; any derivationD ′
1 constructed

from appropriateΠ′ andΘ′ suffices to carry through the induction hypothesis.
Otherwise, we getΠM = ΠM1∪Πe0 (as a set),ΘM = ΘM1; anyΘ′ that spansΠM also

spansΠM1 and so includesΘM. ∆′ = ∆′
1 andΓ′ containsΓ′

1 with the occurrence ofAµ
X

removed, together with an occurrence ofA∨Bµ
X if Γ′

1 does not already contain such an
expression.

Assume simpleΠ′ with ΠM ⊆ Π′ ⊆ Π and simpleΘ′ with Θ′ ⊆ Θ with Π′ and Θ′
spanned byΘ′ and the pairΠ′,Θ′ balanced. As before, we must haveΘM included inΘ′.
We therefore obtainD ′

1 by the inductive property; we then weakenD ′
1 locally within the

lowest block byA∨Bµ
X on the left if necessary, to obtain a good derivationD∗

1.
The neededD ′ is now constructed as:

D∗
1

Π′;Γ′,Aµ
X

� ∆′;Θ′
D2

Π0,B
µ
X ; � Θ0

Π′;Γ′ � ∆′;Θ′
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We first argue that the construction instantiates the(∨→B
L) inference rule. Every Herbrand

prefix in Π0e andBµ
X occurs inΠ′ or Γ′, soΠ0e andBµ

X are spanned byΘ′. But because
the root block inD is isolated,Π0e andBµ

X are spanned minimally byΘ0. ThusΘ0 ⊆ Θ′.
Π0e ⊆ ΠM by construction; by isolationΠ0 is the smallest set such that the pair ofΠ0,Θ0

is balanced. But sinceΠ′,Θ′ is balanced,Π0 ⊆ Π′.
Now we show thatD ′ so constructed has the needed properties. The end-sequent is

simple and balanced so the root block is simple and balanced. The inference is linked:Aµ
X

is linked inD ′
1 by the induction hypothesis;Bµ

X is linked inD2 becauseD2 begins a new
block which by assumption is canceled. The root block remains canceled as always. Any
ΠM expression is required here because either a corresponding expressionΠ0e in the new
block at the left subderivation is based on it, or because it is required inD ′

1. EveryΘM is
linked because it is linked inD∗

1.
Finally, if Γ′ and∆′ are spanned byΘ′, then∆′

1 andΓ′
1 are spanned byΘ′

1. The new sub-
derivationD ′

1 is therefore spanned by the inductive property; this ensures that the overall
derivation is spanned.

Next consider(� →). D ends:

D1

Π;Γ,�iA
µ
X ,Aµν

X ,µν
� ∆;Θ

Π;Γ,�iA
µ
X

� ∆;Θ

As always, we apply the induction hypothesis toD1 (as we may since the Herbrand prefixes
on Π andΘ formulas remain the same) to obtainΠM1, ΘM1, Γ′

1 and∆′
1. If Aµν

X ,µν does not
occur inΓ′

1, we letΠM = ΠM1, ΘM = ΘM1, Γ′ = Γ′
1 and∆′ = ∆′

1; any subderivationD ′
1

obtained by the inductive property suffices to witness the inductive property forD.
Otherwise we obtainΓ′ by extendingΓ′

1 by the principal expression�iA
µ
X if necessary

and eliminating the side expressionAµν
X ,µν; ΠM = ΠM1, ΘM = ΘM1 and∆′ = ∆′

1. (Since
these are common to the subderivation, anyΠ′ that spansΠM includesΘM.) Now we
considerΠ′ with ΠM ⊆ Π′ ⊆ Π andΘ′ with Θ′ ⊆ Θ, Π′ andΘ′ spanned byΘ′ and the
pair Π′,Θ′ balanced. As always, we haveΘM ⊆ Θ′. We obtainD ′

1 usingΠ′ andΘ′, and
weaken the lowest block by local formulas; calling the resultD+

1 , we can produceD ′ by
the following construction:

D+
1

Π′;Γ′,Aµν
X ,µν

� ∆′;Θ′

Π′;Γ′ � ∆′;Θ′

Everything is largely as before. The key new reasoning comes when we assume thatΓ′ and
∆′ are spanned byΘ′. We must argue thatΓ′,Aµν

X ,µν is in fact spanned byΘ′. SinceAµν
X ,µν is

linked in D+
1 , there must be an axiom in this block which is based inAµν

X ,µν; indeed, since
the expression occurs as a local antecedent, this axiom must occur within the segment. This
axiom must pair expressions prefixed by a pathµ′ whereµν is a prefix ofµ′. But because
D ′ remains blockwise eager, no inferences apply to∆′ or Θ′ formulas within the segment
(nor can they in this fragment augment the∆′ or Θ′ formulas within the segment); therefore
some∆′ expression is associated with Herbrand prefixµ′. But since∆′ is spanned byΘ′,
we have that every prefix ofµ′ is associated with someΘ′ expression; so every prefix ofµν
is associated with someΘ′ expression. ThusD+

1 is spanned and in turnD ′ is spanned.
We have one last representative class of inferences inD: (→�) and(→>). We illustrate
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with the case whereD ends in(→>):

D1

Π,Aµη
X ,µη;Γ � ∆,A >i Bµ

X ;Θ,Bµη
X ,µη

Π;Γ � ∆,A >i Bµ
X ;Θ

We begin by applying the induction hypothesis toD1 (as we can, given the symmetric
extension ofΠ and Θ by labeled expressions). We obtainΘM1, ΠM1, Γ′

1 and ∆′
1; we

consider alternative cases in response toΘ and ΘM1. First we supposeBµη
X ,µη �∈ Θ. It

follows by our assumption aboutD that Aµη
X ,µη �∈ Π either, nor doesη occur in Θ. For

this case, we start by defining an overallΠM andΘM: ΘM is ΘM1 with any occurrence of
Bµη

X ,µη eliminated;ΠM is ΠM1 with any occurrence ofAµη
X ,µη eliminated. ΠM contains no

occurrences ofµη, sinceΠ does not; thus given the inductive property ofΘM1 andΠM1,
any Θ′ that spansΠM spansΘM. We defineΓ′ and∆′ so thatΓ′ = Γ′

1 and∆′ contains
∆′

1 together with an occurrence ofA >i Bµ
X , provided∆′

1 does not already contain one and
Bµη

X ,µη ∈ ΘM1 or Aµη
X ,µη ∈ ΠM1. So, assume we are given simpleΠ′ with ΠM ⊆ Π′ ⊆ Π and

simpleΘ′ with Θ′ ⊆ Θ (and soΘM ⊆ Θ′) such thatΠ′ andΘ′ are spanned byΘ′ and the
pair Π′,Θ′ is balanced.

We consider whetherBµη
X ,µη ∈ ΘM1 or Aµη

X ,µη ∈ ΠM1. If neither, we apply the induction
hypothesis toD1 for the case thatΘ′

1 is Θ′ andΠ′
1 is Π′. The resulting derivationD ′

1 serves
asD ′.

Otherwise,Bµη
X ,µη ∈ ΘM1 or Aµη

X ,µη ∈ ΠM1; we apply the inductive property ofD1 for

the case thatΘ′
1 is Θ′,Bµη

X ,µη andΠ′
1 is Π′,Aµη

X ,µη (clearly Π′
1 andΘ′

1 are spanned byΘ′
1

assumingΠ′ andΘ′ are spanned byΘ′; the pairΠ′
1,Θ

′
1 is also balanced given its symmetric

extension). IfBµη
X ,µη ∈ ΘM1, by the inductive property it is linked. IfAµη

X ,µη ∈ ΠM1, it is
required, but we shall show that it is in fact linked. By the definition of being required, the
other possibility is that there is a block adjacent to the root block ofD ′

1 with end-sequent

Π′′,E; � Θ′′

in which the(∨ →B) inferenceR that bounds the block is based inE andΠ′′,E or Θ′′
contains an expression occurrence based inAµη

X ,µη. But since the original block is isolated

in the originalD, it is E that must be based inAµη
X ,µη. But thenR is based inAµη

X ,µη andR is

linked: in particular its side expression in the left spur) must be linked; soAµη
X ,µη is linked

too.
Thus we can weakenD ′

1 in its lowest block if necessary byA >i Bµ
X as a local right

formula (in Γ), producingD+
1 ; D+

1 remains good by the same argument as the earlier
cases. Thus we can constructD ′ as:

D+
1

Π′,Aµη
X ,µη;Γ′ � ∆′,A >i Bµ

X ;Θ′,Bµη
X ,µη

Π′;Γ′ � ∆′;Θ′

The end-sequent here is simple and balanced, so the whole root block is simple and
balanced. The new inference is linked (in virtue of the linked occurrence of one side
expression—Aµη

X ,µη or Bµη
X ,µη) so the whole root block is linked. The root block is of course

canceled. Each element ofΠM is required because it is an element ofΠM1 and required
in the immediate subderivation; each element ofΘM is linked, because it is an element of
ΘM1 and therefore linked in the immediate subderivation.
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To conclude the case, suppose the end-sequent ofD is spanned and thatΓ′ and∆′ are
spanned byΘ′; it follows that same property applies toD1 so the subderivation is spanned.
Then the end-sequent must also be spanned.

The alternative case hasBµη
X ,µη ∈ Θ. By assumption, it also hasAµη

X ,µη ∈ Π. We therefore
define an overallΠM andΘM directly asΠM1 andΘM1, respectively; similarlyΓ′ = Γ′

1
and∆′ = ∆′

1. To construct the neededD ′ for appropriateΠ′ andΘ′, we simply apply the
induction hypothesis toD1 for the case thatΘ′

1 is Θ′ andΠ′
1 is Π′. The resulting derivation

D ′
1 suffices.
Having completed the induction, we argue that we can obtain an overallD ′ that is iso-

lated, assuming the originalD is not only isolated but spanned. Apply the inductive result
to D for the caseΠ′ = Π and Θ′ = Θ; sinceΓ′ ⊆ Γ and ∆′ ⊆ ∆ we obtain a spanned
derivationD ′ ending

Π;Γ′ � ∆′;Θ

Consider the end-sequent of any block other than the root inD ′; it is

Π0,E; � ;Θ0

where a corresponding block occurs inD. I argue by contradiction that for anyF ∈ Π0

eitherF ∈Π or F is based in an occurrence ofF as the side expression of an inference inD ′
in which E is also based. (This will show thatD ′ is isolated.) So consider an exceptional
F . SinceD is isolated, ifF �∈ Π, F is based in an occurrence ofF as the side expression
of an inference inD in which E is also based; this inference introduces some path symbol
η which occurs in the label ofF andE. In D ′, E can not be based in such an inference;
otherwiseF would also be based in that inference, sinceD ′ is simple. (We have assumed
thatF is not based in such an inference.) But in this case the expression in the end-sequent
of D ′ on whichE is based must containη. Because the end-sequent ofD ′ is spanned the
form of Π andΘ is constrained inD, F must occur inΠ. This is absurd.

We conclude Section B.2.2 by observing some facts about this construction. First, letD ′
be a derivation obtained by the construction of Lemma B.7, and supposeD ′ is weakened (in
a spanned and balanced way) toD ′′ by adding occurrences of global expressions that either
already occur in the end-sequent ofD ′ or never occur as global expressions inD ′. Then a
straightforward induction shows thatD ′ is obtained again fromD ′′ by the construction of
Lemma B.7.

Second, observe that ifD ′ is a derivation obtained by the construction of Lemma B.7,
andD ′′ is obtained fromD ′′ by the renaming of Herbrand prefixes (as in Lemma B.5), then
straightforward induction shows thatD ′′ is obtained again fromD ′′ by the construction of
Lemma B.7.

Third, letD ′ be a derivation for which the construction of Lemma B.7 yields itself. Let
ν be a prefix and let theΠ;Θ be the smallest balanced pair whereΘ contains all the carriers
of prefixes ofν introduced inD ′. Suppose each expression inΠ andΘ has the property
that at most one inference ofD ′ has an occurrence of that expression as a side expression.
Consider a derivationD ′′ obtained fromD ′ by weakening globally byΠ (on the left) and
by Θ (on the right). LetD∗ be the result of applying the construction of Lemma B.7
to D ′′. ThenD∗ contains any subderivation ofD ′ whose end-sequent containsΠ andΘ
as global formulas. Again this is a straightforward induction; the base case considers a
subderivation ofD ′ whose end-sequent containsΠ andΘ as global formulas; in this case
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we apply the first observation. Unary inferences extend the claim immediately. At binary
inferences, one subderivation must be unchanged, by the first observation: sinceΠ andΘ
are introduced on a unique path, eachΠ andΘ formula never occurs or already occurs in
the end-sequent in that subderivation. Thus the other subderivation necessarily appears in
the derivation obtained by the construction of Lemma B.7.

B.2.3 Block conversion. We now have the background required to perform the con-
version to block structure, and complete the proof of Lemma 3.16.

LEMMA B.8 (LEMMA 3.16). We are given a blockwise eager SCLS derivation D
whose end-sequent is spanned and balanced and takes the form:

Π; � ;Θ

We transform D into a blockwise eager SCLB derivation in which every block is canceled,
linked, isolated, simple, balanced and spanned.

PROOF. Our induction hypothesis is stronger than the lemma. We assume a blockwise
eager SCLU derivationD with end-sequent of the form

Π; � ;Θ

in which every block is canceled, linked, isolated, simple, balanced and spanned, such that
that the subproof rooted at any(∨ →) inference inD is an SCLS derivation. And we
identify a distinguished expression occurrenceE in the end-sequent ofD which is linked.
By Lemma B.7, it is straightforward to obtain such a derivation from the SCLS derivation
(containing only a single block) that we have assumed. We transformD into a blockwise
eager SCLB derivation in which every block is canceled, linked, isolated, simple, balanced
and spanned and in whichE is also linked; we perform induction on the number of(∨→)
inferences inD.

In the base case there are no(∨→) inferences, soD itself is an SCLB derivation.
In the inductive case, we assumeD with n (∨→) inferences, and assume the hypothesis

true for derivations with fewer. We find an applicationL of (∨→) with no other closer to
the root ofD. We will transformD to eliminateL.

Let D ′ denote the smallest subderivation ofD containing the full block ofD in which
L occurs. Explicitly,D ′ may beD itself; otherwise,D ′ is rooted at the right subderivation
of the highest(∨ →B) inference belowL—an inference we will refer to asH. In either
case, our assumptions allow us to identify a distinguished linked expressionF in the end-
sequent ofD ′: either the assumedE from D, or the side expression of the inferenceH
(assumed canceled). SupposeA∨Bν

Y is the principal ofL. We can apply Lemma B.5 to
renameA∨Bν

Y to A∨Bµ
X in such a way that each symbol inµ that is introduced inD ′ is

introduced by a unique inference there. Now we can infer the following schema forD ′:
 DA

Π0,F,Π;Γ,A∨Bµ
X ,Aµ

X
� ∆;Θ0,Θ

DB

Π0,F,Π;Γ,A∨Bµ
X ,Bµ

X
� ∆;Θ0,Θ

Π0,F,Π;Γ,A∨Bµ
X

� ∆;Θ0,Θ
L




DL

Π0,F ; � ;Θ0

That is, the subderivation ofD ′ belowL isDL; the right subderivation aboveL (in whichB
is assumed) isDB; the left isDA.
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We will use the inferences fromDL to construct alternative smaller derivations in place
of DA andDB. By Θ′, indicate the minimal set of formulas required in addition toΘ0

to spanAµ
X ; by Π′ indicate the minimal set of formulas required in addition toΠ0,F and

Aµ
X to ensure that the pair given byΠ0,Π′,F,Aµ

X andΘ0,Θ′ is balanced. (This is well-
defined because the sequentΠ0,F � Θ0 is already spanned and balanced.) Now we can
construct two new subderivationsD ′A andD ′B given respectively as follows:

 Π′ +Aµ
X +DA +Θ′

Π0,F,Π,Π′,Aµ
X ;Γ,A∨Bµ

X ,Aµ
X

� ∆;Θ0,Θ,Θ′
Π0,F,Π,Π′,Aµ

X ;Γ,A∨Bµ
X

� ∆;Θ0,Θ,Θ′ decide




Π′ +Aµ
X +DL +Θ′

Π0,F,Π′,Aµ
X ; � ;Θ0,Θ′


 [Π′ +Bµ

X +DB +Θ′]
Π0,F,Π,Π′,Bµ

X ;Γ,B∨Bµ
X ,Bµ

X
� ∆;Θ0,Θ,Θ′

Π0,F,Π,Π′,Bµ
X ;Γ,B∨Bµ

X
� ∆;Θ0,Θ,Θ′ decide




Π′ +Bµ
X +DL +Θ′

Π0,F,Π′,Bµ
X ; � ;Θ0,Θ′

That is, we weakenDA andDB by global versions of the side expression of inferenceL
throughout theirlowest blocks; we apply a (decide) inference to obtain a new subderivation
to substitute for the subderivation rooted atL in DL. We weaken by sufficient additional
formulas globally in thelowest blocks to ensure that the end-sequents of these derivations
are balanced and spanned.

Since we have changed only the lowest block here, and have ensured that this block
remains isolated and canceled, we can now apply Lemma B.7 to obtain corresponding
derivationsDA

I andDB
I in which every block is canceled, linked, isolated, simple, balanced

and spanned. In light of our first observation about the construction of Lemma B.7, we can
see that the inferences ofDA are preserved up to the new (decide) inference. And in light
of our third observation about the construction of Lemma B.7, given the unique inferences
introducingΘ0 andΠ0, this (decide) inference must be preserved inDA

I . ThusAµ
X is linked

in DA
I and for analogous reasonsBµ

X is linked inDB
I . These derivations satisfy the induction

hypothesis as deductions with fewer thann (∨→) inferences; we can apply the induction
hypothesis withAµ

X andBµ
X as the distinguished linked formulas to preserve. This results

in SCLB derivationsA andB with the same end-sequents asD ′A andD ′B, in which every
block is canceled, linked, isolated, simple and spanned, and in which respectivelyAµ

X and
Bµ

X are linked.
We need only one ofA andB to reconstructD ′ using blocking inferences. For example,

we obtain a proof using(∨→B
L) by usingB in place ofDB as schematized below:

 DA

Π0,F,Π;Γ,A∨Bµ
X ,Aµ

X
� ∆;Θ0,Θ

B
Π0,F,Π′,Bµ

X
� Θ0,Θ′

Π0,F,Π;Γ,A∨Bµ
X

� ∆;Θ0,Θ
∨→B

L




DL

Π0,F ; � ;Θ0

In a complementary way, we obtain a proof using(∨ →B
R) by usingA in place ofDA as
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schematized below:
 DB

Π0,F,Π;Γ,A∨Bµ
X ,Bµ

X
� ∆;Θ0,Θ

A
Π0,F,Π′,Aµ

X
� Θ0,Θ′

Π0,F,Π;Γ,A∨Bµ
X

� ∆;Θ0,Θ
∨→B

L




DL

Π0,F ; � ;Θ0

Note that the root block is isolated in both cases, because we have added only as many
formulas toΠ′ andΘ′ as are necessary to obtain a balanced, spanned sequent; the remain-
ing expressions originate in the end-sequent of the previous block, which we know was
isolated. Thus, in both cases, we have blockwise eager derivations in which every block is
canceled, isolated, simple, balanced and spanned, in which fewer thann (∨→) inferences
are used, and in which only the root block may fail to be linked. We thus need to apply
the construction of Lemma B.7 again to ensure that the root block is linked. It is possible
for the distinguished occurrence ofF not to be linked in one of the resulting derivations,
but not both. To see this, consider applying the construction of Lemma B.7 toD ′ itself,
as a test: the result will beD ′ sinceD ′ is linked. Starting fromDA andDB and axioms
elsewhere, each inference inD ′ corresponds to an inference in the alternative derivations
schematized above. We can argue by straightforward induction that no formula is linked in
the reconstructedD ′ unless it is also linked in the one of the corresponding reconstructed
alternative derivations. AndF is linked inD ′.

Call the derivation in whichF is linkedD ′′; we substituteD ′′ for D ′ in D. SinceF re-
mains linked inD ′′, when we do so, we obtain a blockwise eager SCLU derivation with an
appropriate end-sequent, with fewer original(∨→) inferences, and in which every block
remains canceled, linked, isolated, simple, balanced and spanned, and in which(∨→)
inferences lie at the root of SCLS derivations. Applying the induction hypothesis to the
result gives the required SCLB derivation.

B.3 Proof of Lemma 3.17

LEMMA B.9 (LEMMA 3.17). Given a blockwise eager SCLB derivation D , with end-
sequent

Π; � ;Θ
in which every block is linked, simple and spanned, we can construct a corresponding
SCLP derivation of the same end-sequent in which every block remains linked.

PROOF. We again use an induction hypothesis stronger than the lemma. Given the
conditions of the lemma, we construct an SCLP derivationD ′ in which four additional
properties hold:

—the end-sequent ofD ′ takes the form

Π;Γ′ � ∆′;Θ

with Γ′ ⊆ Γ and∆′ ⊆ ∆;
—D ′ contains in each segment or block all and only the axioms of the corresponding

segment or block ofD;
—wheneverD ′ contains a sequent of the form

Π∗;Γ∗ → F;Θ∗
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F is the only right expression on which an axiom in that block is based; and

—wheneverD ′ contains a sequent of the form

Π∗;F → ∆∗;Θ∗

thenF is the only left expression on which an axiom in that segment is based.

In the base case,D is

Π;Γ,Aµ
X

� Bν
X,∆;Θ

andD ′ is

Π;Aµ
X

� Bν;Θ

Supposing the claim true for proofs of heighth, consider a proofD with heighth+1. We
consider cases for the different rules with whichD could end.

The treatment of(→ ∧) is representative of the case analysis for the right rules other
than(→>). D ends

Π; � Aµ
X ,A∧Bµ

X ,∆;Θ Π; � Bµ
X ,A∧Bµ

X ,∆;Θ
Π; � A∧Bµ

X ,∆;Θ →∧

(It is a consequence of Lemma B.3 that in the initial derivation there is an empty local
area.) We simply apply the induction hypotheses to the immediate subderivations. If the
resulting derivations end with (restart), consider the immediate subderivation of the results,
otherwise consider the results themselves. These derivations end

Π; � C;Θ
Π; � D;Θ

We must haveC = Aµ
X ; we know from the structure ofD thatAµ

X is linked, andAµ
X could

not be linked inD unlessC = Aµ
X sinceD ′ shows that all of the axioms inD derive from

C. For the same reasonD = Bµ
X . So we can combine the resulting proofs by an(→ ∧)

inference to give the neededD ′.
The case of(→>) proceeds similarly, but relies on an additional observation.D ends

D1

Π,Aµη
X ,µη; � ∆,A >i Bµ

X ;Bµη
X ,µη,Θ

Π; � ∆,A >i Bµ
X ;Θ →>

We apply the induction hypothesis toD1 and eliminate any final (restart) inference. This
gives us a derivationD ′

1 of

Π,Aµη
X ,µη; � E;Bµη

X ,µη,Θ

If we know that theB-side expression of this inference is linked in this block, then we
can conclude, as before, thatE is an occurrence of the expressionBµη

X ,µη. We show this
as follows. We know from the structure ofD only thatone of the A-expression and the
B-expression must be linked. However, it is straightforward to show that no left expression
Aµη

X ,µη is linked in an SCLP derivation with a local goalCν
Y unlessµη is a prefix ofν. (The

argument is a straightforward variant for example of [Stone 1999, Lemma 2].) SinceD is
simple and spanned,η must be new;Bµη

X ,µη is the only expression whose associated path
term hasµη as a prefix.
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Thus, we constructD ′ using an SCLP inference as

D ′
1

Π,Aµη
X ,µη; � Bµη

X ,µη;Bµη
X ,µη,Θ

Π; � A >i Bµ
X ;Θ →>

Now supposeD ends in a left rule other than(⊃→S) or (∨→B). We take(∧→) as a
representative case; thenD is:

D1

Π;Γ,A∧Bµ
X ,Aµ

X ,Bµ
X

� ∆;Θ
Π;Γ,A∧Bµ

X
� ∆;Θ ∧→

Apply the induction hypothesis toD1. If the result ends in a (decide) inference, letD ′
1 be

the immediate subderivation of the result; otherwise letD ′
1 be the result itself.D ′

1 is an
SCLP derivation with an end-sequent of the form:

Π;E � F;Θ

E must be a side expression of the inference in question, here(∧→); otherwise the corre-
sponding inference could not have been linked inD. One of the inference figures(∧→L)
and(∧→R) must apply depending on which side expressionE is. For concrete illustration,
we supposeE is Aµ

X ; then we constructD ′ as:

D ′
1

Π;Aµ
X

� F ;Θ
Π;A∧Bµ

X
� F ;Θ ∧→L

Next, we supposeD ends in(⊃→S), as follows:

D1

Π; � Aµ
X ,∆;Θ

D2

Π;Γ,A ⊃ Bµ
X ,Bµ

X
� ∆;Θ

Π;Γ,A ⊃ Bµ
X

� ∆;Θ ⊃→S

We begin by applying the induction hypothesis to the subderivationD1. After stripping off
any (restart), we obtain an SCLP derivationD1 with end-sequent

Π; � C;Θ

By the usual linking argument, the expressionC must be identical toAµ
X . We then apply the

induction hypothesis also to the right subderivation. Again, after stripping off any (decide),
we get an SCLP derivationD2 with end-sequent

Π;D � E;Θ

By the usual linking argument,D must in fact be identical toBµ
X . Thus we obtain the

neededD ′ by combining the two derivations by the SCLP(⊃→) rule:

D ′
1

Π; � Aµ
X ;Θ

D ′
2

Π;Bµ
X

� E;Θ
Π;A ⊃ Bµ

X
� E;Θ ⊃→
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Finally, for (∨→B), we consider the representative case ofD as schematized below:

D1

Π;Γ,Aµ
X

� ∆;Θ
D2

Π′,Bµ
X ; � ;Θ′

Π;Γ,A∨Bµ
X

� ∆;Θ ∨→B
L

We begin by applying the induction hypothesis toD1, the subderivation in the current
block; if necessary, we strip off any initial (decide) inference, obtainingD ′

1 with an end-
sequent that by linking takes the form:

Π;Aµ
X

� E;Θ

Next, we apply the induction hypothesis to the other subderivation. Since both local areas
are empty in the input subderivation, they remain empty in the result subderivation: this
givesD ′

2 with end-sequent:

Π′,Bµ
X ; � ;Θ′

The two subderivations can be recombined by the SCLP(∨ →L) inference to obtain the
neededD ′:

D ′
1

Π;Aµ
X

� E;Θ
D ′

2
Π′,Bµ

X ; � ;Θ′
Π;A∨Bµ

X ; � E;Θ ∨→L
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